### Calendar

#### 1987

**University of Illinois, Chicago**
- Mar 23-25: Beginning \TeX{} (intensive)
- Mar 26-27: Intermediate \TeX{} (intensive)
- Mar 25-29: Beginning \TeX{} (intensive)
- Jun 8-10: Intermediate \TeX{} (intensive)
- Jun 11-12: Beginning \TeX{} (intensive)

**Vanderbilt University, Nashville**
- Jun 8-12: Beginning \TeX{}
- Jun 8-12: Intensive Beginning/Intermediate \TeX{}
- Jun 15-19: Advanced \TeX{} / Macro Writing

**Northeastern University, Boston**
- Jun 22-26: Beginning \TeX{}
- Jun 22-26: Intensive Beginning/Intermediate \TeX{}

**University of Exeter, England**
- Jul 6-10: Intensive Beginning/Intermediate \TeX{}
- Jul 13-17: Advanced \TeX{} / Macro Writing

**University of New Mexico, Albuquerque**
- Jun 13-14: Advanced \TeX{} / Macro Writing

**Stanford University, Palo Alto**
- Jul 27-31: Advanced \TeX{} / Macro Writing
- Jul 20-24: Intensive Beginning/Intermediate \TeX{}
- Jul 27-31: Advanced \TeX{} / Macro Writing

**Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The Netherlands**
- Jul 27-31: SIGGRAPH, Anaheim, Calif. For information, contact the ACM Conference Office, Chicago, Ill.; 312-644-6610
- Aug 4-7: Sixth International Conference on Mathematical Modelling, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.; \TeX{} exhibits and presentations.

---

**Status as of 25 February 1987**
**T\TeX** Users Group 1987 Conference
University of Washington, Seattle

Aug 17–21 Beginning **T\TeX**
Aug 17–21 Intensive Beginning/Intermediate **T\TeX**
Aug 24–26 **TUG Annual Meeting:**
Aug 24 General program; introduction for new **T\TeX**ers
Aug 25–26 Technical program of refereed papers: **T\TeX** for the Humanities
Aug 25–26 General-interest technical program
Aug 26 Deadline for machine-readable copy of refereed papers for Proceedings
Aug 27–28 Short course: Macro Writing

Aug 28– American Chemical Society, National Meeting, New Orleans, LA; two symposia on problems of journal publication: "Methods for the electronic submission of manuscripts for publication", and "Problems and solutions in the generation of scientific manuscripts". For information on the symposia, contact Peter Lykos, Illinois Institute of Technology, 312-567-3430, Bitnet: chemplgl0iitvax. **T\TeX** exhibits and presentations.

Sep 14–18 University of Illinois, Chicago Intermediate **T\TeX** Advanced **T\TeX**/Macro Writing

University of Bergen, Norway

Sep 21–25 Intensive Beginning/Intermediate **T\TeX**
Sep 28– Advanced **T\TeX**/Macro Writing
Oct 2

Oct 9 **TUGboat** Volume 8, No. 3: Deadline for submission of manuscripts (tentative)
Oct 19–22 Protext IV, Boston, Mass. **T\TeX** Seminar, Monday, Oct. 19

1988

Jan 5–9 Joint Mathematics Meeting, Atlanta, Ga. **T\TeX** Workshop, Tuesday, Jan. 5

Apr 20–22 International Conference on Electronic Publishing, Document Manipulation and Typography, Nice, France (see announcement, page 78)

For additional information on the special program, **T\TeX** for the Humanities, being offered at the 1987 annual meeting, see **TUGboat** vol. 7, no. 3, page 131. For additional information on other events listed above, contact the TUG office (401-272-9500, ext. 232) unless otherwise noted.